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Getting ready to adjust some things with this month's
Committee of Adjustment. They preview:

MEETING PREVIEW: Committee of Adjustment Meeting for March 9, 2023
There’s nothing terribly controversial at March’s Committee of Adjustment this
month, but, as ever, controversy is in the eye of the beholder. Some plans will see
current properties bre…

https://guelphpolitico.ca/2023/02/24/meeting-preview-committee-of-adjustment-meeting…

Note: 2 items have been withdrawn or deferred since the agenda was originally posted: A-

10/23 265 Edinburgh Road South and A-12/23 21 Dublin Street South.

Vice-Chair Meads has called the meeting to order. Chair Smith has sent regrets for this

meeting.

If you want to receive a copy of any decision made today, you can send an email here:

Disclosure of Pecuniary Interest and General Nature Thereof? None. 

Minutes from February approved unanimously!
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On the deferral requests, they still have to proceed by asking if they sign was posted or

hearing any delegates. On A-10/23 265 Edinburgh Road South, the committee did get a

letter opposing the changes. If anyone out there was a beef they can talk:

Patrick Casey, from GSP Group, is appearing on behalf of the owner. He says the sign was

posted and he's happy to go along with the deferral of the decision today.

Member Hamilton moves to defer, and Member Sayer seconds. Deferral approved

unanimously!

The other deferral request: A-12/23 21 Dublin Street South. Comments were received after

the deadline, a neighbour with concerns. Gerard Haley, the applicant joins via video.

Haley says the sign was posted in keeping with the planning act, and he received staff

comments. He's also cool with a decision to defer. No further comments from committee, but

there are delegates...

Cathy Dodd, who lives next door with her husband, and she says she agrees with the deferral.

That's all.  

Brian Shook also has no problem with the deferral.  

Geraldine Howitt also agrees with deferral motion.

Member Goodfellow moves to defer seconded by Hamilton. Passes unanimously.

Next, A-11/23 100 Division Street. This application is fairly straightforward, to turn the

existing half-storey into a full 2nd storey. That will require variances for setback in the front

and side yards & another variance to maintain the enclosed porch at the front door.

Owner Paul Hettinga says that he posted the sign and received the comments. Thanks staff

for time and feedback.

Goodfellow asks if construction might damage three big trees on the property. Hettinga says

he doesn't plan on touching on them.

No further delegations. Hamilton and Cline move the motion, and it's approved

unanimously.
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Next: B-2/23 900 Southgate Drive. A portion of the property is going to be separated at the

eastern end along Clair Road. Planners representing the owners say that they’ve worked with

staff to come up with the proposal...

...where a hypothetically building can still allow parking, truck movement and zoning

conformation even though there’s presently no formal plan for the building.

Jeff Buisman, Van Harten Surveying Inc appearing for the owner says they have an idea with

what kind of building will go in their and feels it meets all the requirements.

Meads asks about access to the south end of the site. Buisman says they're not sure what

they're going to do with that portion. There is a fence right there, and that little bit at the

bottom may not be used anyway.

At least one delegate wants to speak to this. He owns a property east of this one, and he's in

favour of the application with some minor reservations. Buisman says he's believes there will

be no impact on the neighbouring property.

Nothing further from delegates. Goodfellow moves to approve with conditions, and Sayer

seconds. Passes unanimously.

Next, A-13/22 79 Renfield Street. The property owner would like to build a detached garage

to replace the current car hole which is more or less an extension of the roof and a pair of

stilts.

Owner Monte Ferraro confirms the sign was posted and received staff comments. He agrees

with those comments and has nothing further. No Qs from Committee either.

No delegations either, but Goodfellow asks staff about comment that future garage meet

same dimensions as the sketch. Staff says they're okay if committee wants to add that to the

motion.

Goodfellow moves to approved with added condition that size and construction meet

dimensions in the sketch. Sayer seconds. Motion approved unanimously.
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Last item, B-3/23 B-4/23 A-14/23 A-15/23 A-16/23 26 Forest Street. the plan for this

property would eliminate the existing house, pool and small sheds and they will be replaced

by three homes on now three separate parcels of land.

Jeff Buisman from Van Harten Surveying returns to represent this owner. This property

came to CoA before, but there was an oil tank discovered under the garage that was leaking

and best way to remove the tank is to demolish the house.

This opened up a new opportunity for this property:

Buisman says neighbours are concerned if this will fit, but it looks like there is some wiggle

room. Buisman notes that staff have decided that this also helps to meeting City planning

goals.

Buisman was 120 per year out of about 600 lot applications per year are for single family

dwellings so there's a need for this kind of build. He adds that they could also just split the

property into two, but that might be too big and generate 2 homes for $2 mn+ each.

There have been concerns about tree protection. Buisman says a tree protection plan's been

created and tentative designs for the garage, which will the building closest to the trees has

been approved by engineering.

Hamilton asks for assurance about environmental clean-up Buisman says that the ESA is a

condition of the severance and will be reviewed by City staff.

Goodfellow asks if there will be a phase three ESA, and Buisman confirms that they're

skipping over two and going right to three. She asks staff is consent at this stage is

appropriate pre-clean-up. Staff says engineer's have given those conditions so they're not

jumping the gun.

Goodfellow asks about make a site confirmation conditional. Staff notes that CoA could do

that but the provincial ministry takes precedence with the ESA process. Goodfellow's still not

convinced and wants the condition added.

Buisman says he appreciates Goodfellows point of view, but they've got to follow the rules

and the clean-up is going to happen under the rules. Goodfellow seems more assured with

this statement.
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Steven Secora (sp?) who lives on Maple behind the properties is delegating. He read through

the presentations and his neighbours have raised issues like traffic and appropriateness.

Would like to talk about role of committee through.

Secora says CoA is meant to look at if the variance is minor, a positive for the application,

and more. 4 points, and the application has to meet all four. Intensification only meets one of

the four tests here.

He adds that this decision will be "open season" on these types of lots.

Another delegate, Cameron Fordice (sp?) supports the previous delegate comments the this

is not minor variance at the instance of the planner and no one seems to be questioning that.

He seconds the comment about open season on lots.

Fordice is apparently the previous owner and he says he fully disclosed the existence of the

gas tank so he's not sure why this is a surprise. He also calls out the planner (I guess) trying

to infer that these are affordable houses, when this is not an affordable neighbourhood.

Buisman rebuts by saying that the four tests have been examined in this case, and that

there's no set number of chances to make this minor. The City's planning experts have made

it clear this meets the test as minor.

In response to a new delegate, Buisman says that he manages about 15 severance

applications per year around the region, and there's no intention to mislead. (The delegate

said that in other cities, much more detail about these applications is brought to CoA.)

Another delegate says she and her partner have lived in this neighbourhood for 40+ years

and have seen a lot of houses demolished and replaced with two houses. Thinks that works

fine, three is too much.

Hamilton asks if Buisman would entertain a motion to limit the footprint. Buisman says they

haven't had time to evaluate that and is not sure that's appropriate.

No further delegates.  

Cline moves approval of application with conditions, satisfied that staff and planner done

due diligence.

Goodfellow commends the community group for trying to work with the develop. She notes

that there's turnover happening that area, and see large houses on large lots. Thinks the

three homes will be more in keeping with the character of area.

Sayer says he drive through the area a lot in the last couple of weeks and has concerns. He's a

no vote.

Meads says she likes intensification but she also shares a lot of the neighbourhood concerns.

She seems to be no vote as well.

Motion to approved 3-2 with Meads and Sayer opposed.  

Meads thanks all the delegates for coming out.



• • •

Staff announcement: There's one vacancy on the committee right now, and recruitment ends

today. The new member should be in place for May hearing.

This meeting is adjourned.
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